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Skills Building for Parents*
Stress Resilience

● Validate Feelings

○ Work to tell them you see and appreciate the challenge of what they are

feeling (think the Gottman example from the movie).

○ Try not to follow it with statements such as,  “Oh don’t worry, it will get

better.”

● Empower Problem Solvers

○ Rather than jump in to try and fix their problems, ask,  “Do you have any

solutions in mind?”  or “ Let me know if you want any input from me.”

● Talk About Your Emotions

○ Let them know about how you work to handle stress and other difficult

emotions. It is not about burdening them but sharing feelings appropriately.

● Prioritize Sleep

○ The American Academy of Sleep Medicine recommends 6– 12-year-olds get

9-12 hours of sleep a night, and 13–18 year-olds get 8–10 hours a night.



Keeping phones and other devices out of their room at night is one way to

help with sleep duration and quality.

● Teach the 3 Ex’s of Worry:  

○ Author Lynn Lyon teaches the 3 Ex’s strategy:

■ Expect: Recognize that worry often arises and practice accepting it.

■  Externalize: Pull it out and personify it, “Hello, Worry ”.

■ Experiment: Do the opposite of what the worry demands.  Instead,

don’t get into a discussion with it, but pivot into other activities or

thoughts.

● Prioritizing Face-to-Face Time

○  Find more ways teens can have screen-free time with peers, younger kids,

and adults of all ages. Examples include jobs, getting to know their friend’s

parents, having neighbors for dinner.

Technology Usage

● Determine guidelines for your family. Sometimes you will decide on a rule that your

teens will disagree with—that is OK, but explain your reasoning.

○ For example, let’s take sleep. Share with them the science of sleep and that

you want to parent in line with  your values . You value good sleep for their

emotional wellbeing and having tech off and away is essential to achieve

that.

● Car rides without devices (we allow them for directions and other quick planning

issues)

● Phones and other electronics out of the bedroom at night

● Family meals without devices



Preparing for Tech Usage

Graphic from Protecting Youth Mental Health: The U.S. Surgeon General’s Advisory (2021), p. 18.



Car Ride Questions

For Kids…. For Parents and Immediate Community….

Tell me about a time this week when you
were stressed out. What helped when you
were in that stressful place?

How was your sleep last night? Did
anything keep you awake?

How do you think your phone (or gaming
systems, social media, etc.) affects how you
interact with your friends?

What have been some ways that we’ve set
good boundaries for our family in regards
to our tech usage?

Are there any areas we want to grow in
how we talk about tech and mental health?
How can we support each other in doing
that?

What are some ways that we’ve shown our
kids to manage their stress this week?

Other Resources

Screenagers Resource List

This list covers everything from internet
addiction to parenting apps to basic mental
health resources. Can be found on
screenagersmovie.com/resources.

Screenagers Podcast with Delaney Ruston,

MD

Covers a variety of topics from the perspective
of teens, parents, and professionals. Can be
found on Apple Podcast and Spotify.

Seen by Will Hutcherson and Chinwe

Williams, PH.D. (Book)

A quick guide for navigating despair and
anxiety through interpersonal relationships.

The Tech-Wise Family by Andy Crouch

(Book)

A deep dive on one strategy for using
technology within the home.



Digital Minimalism: Choosing a Focused

Life in a Noisy World by Cal Newport

(Book)

Offers ways to rethink our relationship to tech
and social media and to rediscover our inner
life as individuals and families.

Taming the Technology Monster: 8 Guiding

Principles for Raising Digital Natives by

Sissy Goff (Book)

This guide helps parents assess their own
feelings about technology in their kids’ hands,
anticipate trends, and learn life lessons
alongside their children.

Are My Kids On Track? The 12 Emotional,

Social, and Spiritual Milestones Your Child

Needs to Reach by David Thomas, Melissa

MRE Trevathan, and Sissy Goff (Book)

A helpful look at stumbling blocks and
building blocks as your child matures and
grows.

The Spiritual Child: The New Science on

Parenting for Health and Lifelong Thriving

By Lisa Miller (Book)

20 years of research on the science behind the
deep need for spiritual development with a
deep look at the adolescent’s struggle for
spiritual wholeness.

*Skill Building for Parents are modified from “NC Parent Guide” provided by the Screenager’s materials.


